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How appropriate that our upcoming Fall 2020 meeting has the theme “Innovate to Elevate.” We 
are all certainly in a time of innovation (if not chaos) facing the challenges of reimagining 
instructional formats and recrafting research endeavors to be compliant with ever-changing 
mandates related to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
In this challenging time, I wish every ITAA member, your families, and your communities good 
health and good humor. I’m grateful for the many communities of which I am a part, including 
ITAA, where helpful resources and messages of hope have become abundant. For example, in 
response to the knowledge that most ITAA members were facing and ever-burdensome task of 
online course preparation, the members of Executive Council acted quickly to announced an 
extension of the Research/Teaching/Concept papers (to April 15), Best Student Paper 
submissions (to April 15), and Creative Designs (to June 15). 
 
In a similar act of community support, ITAA has established several “Teaching Groups” where 
all members have access to participation as desired. For now, in response to our current 
widespread and shared needs to convert face-to-face courses to online formats in a very short 
timeframe, we have identified “Teaching Design Online,” “Teaching Merchandising Online,” 
and “Teaching Textiles and Laboratory Courses Online” as three broad topics. When you join, 
you can establish learning communities to share and access helpful tools (and supportive 
conversations) about online course delivery and other remote instructional tips. Please join, 
share, and grow through engaging in inspiring and innovate pedagogical preparation. Looking 
forward, I hope that these groups serve as a catalyst for other member-interest groups where 
collaborative research endeavors expand from this initial teaching focus. Please let Ping or me 
know if you have requests for other groups – we can add them to meet your needs. 
 
It’s amazing what we learn we can do when presented a challenge! We have choices – (1) do 
nothing, (2) resist, or (3) embrace. I am impressed (though not surprised) to see so many ITAA 
colleagues embracing opportunities to lead with their expertise, support others who benefit from 
their knowledge and experiences, and voluntarily accept new responsibilities on their already-full 
task lists. Vice President for Education, Kim Hiller Connell, Teaching and Innovative Resources 
committee chair Kelly Weathers, and Curricular Development and Review chair Laurie Apple 
are poised to support our teaching endeavors. ITAA member Sara Marcketti, Director, Center for 
Excellence in Learning and Teaching (CELT) at Iowa State, shared this link of resources: 
https://www.celt.iastate.edu/teaching/preparing-to-teach/course-continuity/. Corporate member, 
University of Fashion, has offered immediate free 30 day group access to their database (contact 
Myrna Dorfman at mdorfman@universityoffashion.com). SAGE Publishing, publishers of 
the Clothing and Textiles Research Journal has removed subscription gateways and launched 
other research-enhancing supports for scholars. I I have seen similar announcement via email 
from other journal publishers. Check the ITAA website, http://itaaonline.org for more details 
about these and other resources. 
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As ITAA president, I will continue to seek ways to facilitate additional innovative and inspiring 
ways to support the membership. Each day seems to be a new adventure. I am confident in the 
strong leadership we have in the Executive Council, and in our committee leadership. Now is a 
great time for you to consider an expanded role for yourself in ITAA, and I encourage you to 
reach out to me, a vice-president, or a committee chair in order to connect with a service and 
self-enrichment activity. Please don’t hesitate to let me, or another member of Council, know 
about ways ITAA can be a supportive community for your professional endeavors in the textiles 
and apparel realm. 
 
In closing, and in the spirit of strong communities, I think it is a nice reminder for us to look for 
the helpers as Mr. [Fred] Rogers has so famously encouraged. 
 
Be well, 
Ann 
 
 
 


